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EXAMINING WATER POWER

CHAPTER 11

ave you ever heard someone in your family 

complain about the high cost of electricity? 

People around the world use a lot of energy, 

and the demand for energy continues to rise. Right 

now, most of this energy comes from non-renewable 

sources, such as fossil fuels. Fossil fuels, such as oil, coal, 

and natural gas, can be bad for the environment. They 

also take millions of years to form, which means we are 

using them faster than they can be produced. Because of 

this, many scientists and innovators are trying to find 

ways to increase our use of alternative energy sources. 

Alternative energy sources include biofuels, wind energy, 

solar energy, and water power. 

Water covers more than 70 percent of the earth’s surface. 

About 96.5 percent of Earth’s water comes from oceans. Only 

2.5 percent of Earth’s water is freshwater. It comes from 
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groundwater, glaciers, ice caps, lakes, and ice and snow melt. A 

tiny fraction is water vapor in the atmosphere. 

We can harness the energy from moving water, such as 

rivers, ocean waves, and tides, to create energy we can use. 

Energy from moving water is clean and renewable. Water is 

not consumed during energy generation the way fossil fuels 

Moooving water is a renewwable resouurce we caann use to gennerate energy withoutt 
buuurning fossiil fuels.
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are when burned to create energy. Water can be used over and 

over again. 

Converting water power to electricity does not pollute 

the environment. However, building hydroelectric facilities 

and manufacturing hydroelectric equipment, such as turbines 

and dams, does produce pollution. Still, the availability of 

water means it will play an important role in our future 

energy production.

EEXPLOORING WATEER POOOWER

In this book, it is your job to learn about water power and its 

place in our future energy production. How did people use water 

power in the past? What kinds of moving water can we use 

to create energy? What kind of energy does water power give 

us? How do we use it now? How might we use water power in 

the future?

Zach Miller is part of a study group researching alternative 

energy for a science fair project. Zach’s job is to learn about 

water power. He is conducting research and interviewing 

experts in the field to learn more about water power as an 

energy source. Reading Zach’s journal will help you in your own 

research. 
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CHAPTER 22

decide to start my research by discussing how 

past cultures have used water power as an energy 

source. I stay after school to talk to my science 

teacher, Ms. Arnold. I’m surprised by how much she 

knows about the history of water power.

“Water power may be considered an alternative energy 

source today,” Ms. Arnold says, “but humans have been 

harnessing the power of water for longer than you might think! 

Ancient records are fuzzy. But historians believe the ancient 

Chinese used water power to grind grain as early as the 100s 

BCE. Romans were the first to write about water-powered 

wheels, although it seems as if they didn’t use them often—at 

least not until the 300s CE. Then they used 16 waterwheels to 

grind grain in what is now southern France. Waterwheels were 

an important source of energy throughout Europe from the 

1000s on.”
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Ms. Arnold picks a small pinwheel up off her desk as she 

talks. “But it doesn’t really matter who used water power first. 

What’s important to know is that waterwheels operate much 

like this pinwheel I’m holding.”

She blows on the pinwheel, and it spins.

“Air turns this pinwheel much like water turns a 

waterwheel. The mill uses the kinetic energy, or energy of 

Huuumans havee harnessedd the energgy of movinng water forr more thann 1,000 yeaars by 
usssing waterwwheels such as this one in the Czzeech Republicc.
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motion, of the flowing water to turn the stones that grind 

the grain.” 

Ms. Arnold tells me that there are two basic types of 

waterwheels. They are called undershot and overshot. The 

undershot waterwheel is partially submerged in the river. Its 

grinding speed depends on the speed of the river as water flows 

by. A slow flow means slow grinding.

With overshot wheels, the water source comes from above. 

Gates above the wheel, known as sluice gates, control the flow 

of the water, which turns 

the wheel. The wheel drives 

a complicated set of gears 

that perform work, such as 

grinding wheat into flour, 

powering a sawmill, or 

pumping water. 

“Thanks to Michael 

Faraday, a British chemist 

and physicist, hydropower, 

or power harnessed from 

water power, became a force 

for generating electricity in 

the late 1800s,” Ms. Arnold 

tells me. “His experiments 

led to the first generator 

to produce a steady electric 

MMichaell Faraday discovereeed that when aa maggnet 
wwas mooved neear a wwire, it createdd an electric 
cuurrent. This ddiscoveery ledd to the technoology 
thhat then led too hydrroelecttric powwer plaants.
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current. His findings became the basis of hydroelectricity. In 

1882, the world’s first hydroelectric plant opened in Appleton, 

Wisconsin. By 1940, hydropower had become super popular. At 

that time, it provided 33 percent of U.S. electricity.”

Ms. Arnold explains that in the late 1940s, it became 

cheaper to produce electricity with fossil fuels than hydropower. 

Fossil fuels took over as our primary source of electricity 

generation. Then, in the 

1970s, the United States 

experienced a shortage of 

petroleum for gasoline. 

This shortage sent us 

scrambling for alternative 

sources of energy, such as 

water power. 

Burning fossil fuels 

releases carbon dioxide 

and other gases into the 

atmosphere. These gases 

trap the sun’s heat similar 

to how heat is trapped 

in a greenhouse. This is 

known as the greenhouse 

effect, and the gases are 

known as greenhouse 

gases. Many scientists 

TTTHE TEENNESSEEE VALLLEY AAUTHOORITYY

In the 1930s, the United States went through 

an economic depression. Many people were 

out of work and living in poverty. In 1933, the 

U.S. Congress created the Tennessee Valley 

Authority (TVA) to help improve standards 

of living along the Tennessee River, which 

included areas of Tennessee, Kentucky, 

Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, North 

Carolina, and Virginia. The TVA built dams 

on the Tennessee River and its tributaries.

These dams helped control the frequent 

floods that occurred along the river. They 

also generated power that provided badly 

needed electricity to the region. The new 

power plants also brought many new jobs to 

the region. Today, the TVA provides power 

to more than 9 million people in an area 

covering more than 80,000 square miles 

(200,000 sq. km).
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believe adding more greenhouse gases to the atmosphere 

is increasing the greenhouse effect. This, they believe, is 

contributing to a gradual warming of the earth’s average 

temperature. That’s why water power is such an attractive 

option. Fossil fuels are still an important part of our energy 

production, but it’s important to keep considering alternative 

energy sources. 

Thhhe Tennesseee Valley Auuthority coonstructed the Fort Loudon Dam inn Knoxvillee,
Teennessee, frrom 1940 too 1943. 
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